The cobordism classification of pairs, introduced by Wall, is generalized to allow additional structure on the submanifold. Emphasis is placed on classification of pairs of stably almost complex manifolds.
1* Introduction* The object of this note is a generalization of the cobordism classification of "pairs" introduced by C. T. C. Wall [3] . Briefly, a "pair" (N, M) In the situation considered by Wall, it is assumed that the manifold N n (or V n+1 ) has additional structure given by a (B, f) structure (i.e., by a class of liftings into the fibration f:B-+BO of the normal map; e.g., a framing, orientation, or stable almost complex structure) and that the normal bundle i4(or »w) of M in N (or W in V) has a chosen reduction to some group G n -m (where φ: G n~m -• 0 % _ m is a homomorphism into the orthogonal group O»_ m ). Wall then proves that this reduces to separate cobordism problems for N (as (B y /)-manifold) and for M (as (BxBG n -m , /x<p')-manifold).
The generalization considered here is the imposition of a completely unrelated additional structure on M (or W) given by a class of liftings of the normal map into the fibration g: C -> BO. The main result is that this cobordism problem reduces to separate problems for N (as (B, /)-manifold) and for M (as manifold with (£>, ^-structure, where h:D-~+BO is a fibration obtained from (B, /), (C, g) , and (BG n~m , φ')) In a sense, this generalization is really a special case of Wall's results, requiring only a careful analysis of the "normal structure" of M in N. This analysis is performed in §2 of this paper.
In § 3 several special cases will be considered. These lead to geometric interpretations of certain homotopy theoretic groups, which unfortunately seem extremely difficult to compute. In §4, attention is devoted to pairs (N, M) of stable almost complex manifolds. If one considers this case for a moment, one observes that the normal bundle v% of M in N is a real (n -m)-plane bundle with a chosen stable complex structure. The study of the classification problem for such bundles is the main portion of § 4, and is basically the nontrivial portion of this paper. The author is indebted to the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation for financial support during this work.
2* Normal structure* In order to make precise the notion of additional structure on a manifold, the definition given by Lashof [1] 
The normal map of i sends m to N m eG r , m , and composing with the inclusion provides a map v(i): M~+BO r which classifies the normal bundle of i.
For sufficiently large r (depending only on m) there is a welldefined equivalence between the normal bundles of any two embeddings of M, and hence a one-to-one correspondence between (B ri f r )-structures on the normal bundles of any two embeddings. In particular, iί M = dW, the trivialization of the normal bundle of M in W by means of the inner normal gives M an induced (B, f) structure, and with this structure M is the boundary of the (B, f) manifold W.
The cobordism group Ω m (B, f) is the quotient of the semigroup (under disjoint union) of isomorphism classes of closed m-dimensional (JS, /) manifolds by the subsemigroup of isomorphism classes of boundaries. The main result concerning these groups is the Pontryagin-Thom theorem:
Theorem. Ω m {B, f) s linw π m+r (T/ r *(τ r ), «>) where T/ r *(τ r ) denotes the Thorn space of the pull-back of the bundle 7 r to B r1 and oo denotes the base point of this Thorn space.
Turning now to "pairs", one considers two fibration sequences (B, f) and (C, g) given by fibrations f r : B r -> BO r and g r : C r -* BO r , and a fibration φ f : BG n _ m -> BO n _ m (which may arise from a group homomorphism φ: G n -m -> 0 % _ w but is not required to do so in the following). One then considers a "pair" with ((J5, /), (C, g), (BG n -m , φ')) structure as being given by an embedding j: M m -> N n (with M and N being compact C°° manifolds and j embedding dM in 3iSΓ and mapping a tubular neighborhood of dM in ikf orthogonally to dN; i.e., in neighborhoods dN x [0, 1) of dN = dNxQ and 3Λf
where N is a (B,/)-manifold, ikf is a (C, #)-manifold, and the normal bundle i4 of M in AT is given a (BG n -m , <£>')-structure. 
as before, all normal maps are given by restriction and the restrictions of the structure maps give a structure on the pair (N, M). Using the inner normal trivialization, one has a well- x 0, and maps neighborhoods of N x {0,1} orthogonally along these embeddings. The liftings for the normal map i may then be extended by covering homotopy to liftings for the normal map of I, and the induced structure on (N x 1, M x 1) is the "inverse" of (N, M).
is the quotient of the semigroup (under disjoint union) of isomorphism classes of closed pairs by the subsemigroup consisting of boundaries.
The " inverse" of (JY, M) is actually an inverse in this group. (Note: As observed by Lashof, these maps may be converted into fibrations, giving rise to normal structures with isomorphic cobordism groups.)
One now has a commutative diagram
in which D r+n -m is the fibration over C r+n -m induced via g r+n~m from the fibration 0 © (<p r x / r ), and the stabilization maps for (B, f) and (C, g) give similar stabilization maps for a new family (D, h). The previous analysis of the normal structure of M indicates a welldefined (D, h) structure on M. Since this analysis may be performed for closed or bounded manifolds, one has defined a homomorphism
in which Φ sends the class of the pair (JV, M) to the class of N as (B, jQ-manifold and the class of M as (D, /*,)-manifold. Following Wall, one has:
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Define a homomorphism 
((D, h)) ~ Ω m ((E, k)) under the identifications X and μ.
The identification of D with E is the general formulation of the fact that a space X with a stable bundle v with C structure and v with B structure and an (n-m)-plane bundle ζ with BG n -m structure for which y = ξφy is the same as X having a stable C bundle v, an (n-m)-plane ξ with BG n~m structure together with a B structure on the stable bundle v -ξ.
Applying this lemma to any situation in which (B, f) = (BO, 1) one has E identified with C x BG n~m and hence the associated Thorn spectrum is the smash product of BG n -t, (BG n -m with adjoined base point) and the Thorn spectrum Tg?7 r of C. Thus
where SSl n is the ordinary unoriented cobordism group of Thorn. The special case given in this example is
where Ω L m is ordinary complex bordism. This identification is quite straightforward from the arguments that (N, M) is given by the class of N and the stably almost complex manifold M with an (n -m) plane bundle. Proof. π f : BU-+BSO is a multiplicative fibration, with
by τr'*(^) = 2c 2i + decomposables. Thus π'* is monic, so TΓ' is totally nonhomologous to zero. In fact, one then has H*(SO/Z7 K) = iΓ[c 2ί+1 ] and the induced fibration is also totally nonhomologous to zero. This group is closely related to the classification of involutions on stable almost complex manifolds (which need not preserve the structure). This relation will be explored in another paper, "Involutions on Complex Manifolds" (to appear).
